linoleum floor—as a repeated “What next?” that made it pack a punch.
Hanging adjacent to his letter with its unanswered questions was
another painting featuring the phone-loving lady. The only visitor to
seem bodied, she’s seen from behind, framing the African woman—a
tiny but full rendering—in her screen as she photographs, isolating her
from the surrounding visual noise. Is she truly seeing her, with technology as an aid? Maybe not—that photographing is not always seeing is
clearly part of Jefferson’s multilayered rhetorical play—but maybe yes,
though she won’t find out who she was. In this painting, Flâneuse (After
Richter), 2020, blonde hairdo and flowered outfit converse not only
with the German artist’s iconic 1988 canvas Betty, but also, in the
pantheon of women painted from behind, with Vermeer’s Girl with a
Pearl Earring, ca. 1665. Jefferson uses this chain of images as a shorthand for the notion of who within the art-historical continuum gets to
be seen, preserved, named.
—Martin Herbert
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There was something feral about the figures in Jill Mulleady’s “Decline
& Glory”: A woman pawed at her own face; a wolfish canine panted
by a river; a ruddy-cheeked Marquis de Sade stared crazedly at the wall
of his prison cell. Mulleady builds tension through the contrast between
highly controlled composition and hints of disorder and decay; the
image seems a thin and fragile surface over life’s unruliness. An elusive
temporality moved across the works here, as a woman reappeared aged
and flowers wilted, breaching painting’s attempt to hold a reality in
suspension. An allegory for this failed endeavor, Fighting the Devils
Futility (all works 2020) captured a wave as it swelled to a crest, always
just about to crash against a sanguine sky.
The light-washed red of that horizon was a persistent feature of the
exhibition, replacing the luminescent green that suffused, for instance,
the works Mulleady exhibited at the 58th Venice Biennale in 2019.
Recalling the carmine dresses and drapes that accent Rubens’s portraits,
these newer paintings play with the color’s regal role in art history. The
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Futility (all works 2020) captured a wave as it swelled to a crest, always
just about to crash against a sanguine sky.
The light-washed red of that horizon was a persistent feature of the
exhibition, replacing the luminescent green that suffused, for instance,
the works Mulleady exhibited at the 58th Venice Biennale in 2019.
Recalling the carmine dresses and drapes that accent Rubens’s portraits,
these newer paintings play with the color’s regal role in art history. The
deep red of overripe strawberries permeated the exhibition, conjuring
the sense of festering glory days. (Decomposing fruit was also a recurrent motif.) Vermilion backgrounds recalled Pompeian frescoes. Preserved under the rubble of Mount Vesuvius, their scenes of cavorting
gods or still lifes of baskets of figs set against fields of red stood like
icons of a rise and fall.
Mulleady is a painter of
atmospheres in which the
emotional grain of inherited
narratives seeps through to
conjure auguries of impending decline. Her figures are
subject to strange juxtapositions, with a lobster scuttling
under crumpled sheets behind
the Marquis de Sade in Sade
en Prison, for instance, or a
plate of strawberries rotting
on the floor beside a wrinkled woman in bed in 18 Rue
Souveraine, 1050. These compositional parallels across canvases locate the two bedroom

scenes in a shared world, placing the Bastille in late-eighteenth-century
Paris and the rue Souveraine apartment near where the artist spent this
past summer in Brussels in the same fantastical painterly register. Soft
edges and shifts in palette often delineate the paintings’ forms, creating
an impression of flatness that undermines the markers of perspective in
architecture and landscape that structure the compositions. Mulleady
hones this uncanny effect in Gardens of the Blind, in which an angular
androgynous figure in the foreground appears pale against a verdant
landscape, their dark coat contoured by a riverbank and plumes of
smoke. In the distance upriver, tones of bruised ocher and purple imbue
an embracing couple at the water’s edge.
The atmosphere in “Decline & Glory” extended beyond the canvases
as Mulleady turned her attention to the gallery’s nineteenth-century
Neoclassical architecture as well. She painted bunches of decaying fruit
on the ceiling of the grand ground floor as emblems of dying bourgeois
aspiration. Having previously made paintings on found car windows
and the doors of a house that was slated for demolition, Mulleady
painted Shadowplay on a mirror from a gutted house, the one on rue
Souveraine, setting a Pierre Klossowski-esque tangle of lanky figures
on its corroding surface. The mirror put the room itself on display,
tempting you to take a look at yourself in the midst of all this. With
gallery-going still precarious, the decline of some kind of pompous
glory just seemed to fill the air.
—Camila McHugh

HASSELT, BELGIUM

Revital Cohen & Tuur Van Balen
Z33

In a conversation discussing their approach to “Palms Palms Palms,”
a show surveying the past ten years of their work, Revital Cohen &
Tuur Van Balen referred to the concept of apophenia, the tendency to
perceive connections between unrelated things. The London-based
duo’s work possesses this quality in spades: Taking place in the realms
of artistic research, production, and presentation and reaching into
our global systems of production, mechanization, and investment,
their investigations postulate relationships between raw materials,
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In a conversation discussing their approach to “Palms Palms Palms,”
a show surveying the past ten years of their work, Revital Cohen &
Tuur Van Balen referred to the concept of apophenia, the tendency to
perceive connections between unrelated things. The London-based
duo’s work possesses this quality in spades: Taking place in the realms
of artistic research, production, and presentation and reaching into
our global systems of production, mechanization, and investment,
their investigations postulate relationships between raw materials,
human and animal labor, capital, extraction, industrial production,
colonial inheritance, and scientific innovation. The constellations that
they propose—enacted in the many works themselves, as well as in
their display—afforded an intriguing account of the infrastructures
of uncertainty.
For example, their recent film The Odds (Part 1), 2019, soon to be
followed by a sequel, reveals tenuous connections in three parts and by
means of three types of bodies: thoroughbred racehorses slowly being
led to the ground by the hands of British veterinarian staff after being
dosed with ketamine in preparation for surgery; three smiling showgirls
in ornate costumes onstage at the Londoner, a new Las Vegas Sands
Corporation casino in Macau; and Steve Ignorant, who cofounded
anarcho-punk band Crass, performing an echoing spoken-word rant
in an empty movie theater turned bingo hall in London. The artists
activate the symbolic capitalization of this city as a franchised setting
for wealth and investment through the film’s focus on these settings and
situations. They also do this spatially by means of sculptural interpretations of the surfaces and molded components of vernacular casino
architecture, which become the stage on which the work is presented,
itself a work titled Entertainment Row, 2020, part of a larger series
titled “Performance Mock-ups,” 2020. What begins to emerge is a
network of symbolic, human, and animal capital that is inherently
bound to a complex system of politics, investment, and entertainment.

